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In honour of the holy month of Ramadan, 
we bring to you some excellent nutrition 
tips from Laura Holland, nutrition and 
wellbeing consultant of the holistic wellbeing 
consultancy BeUtifulYou.

During Ramadan your natural body cycle is 
challenged as you fast during daylight hours.  
This affects your metabolism making Iftar an 
overwhelming time for your digestion, in this 
sense, the way you break your fast has the 
potential to either make or break your weight 
and overall health during the holy month.   In 
addition this is quite a stressful time for you 
and your body so the more we can do to make 
this easier for your system the more beautiful 
and lighter you will feel!  Here are a few tips 
that will help you to feel good this Ramadan:

Honour tradition!  Break your fast with 
dates as this prepares the digestive system 
and gives you a sweet taste which helps to 
satisfy you quickly without you having to eat 
too much.

Pace yourself!  Once the sun goes down I 
know you are starving but eat slowly.  This 
will give your brain time to register when you 
are full so you will eat a lot less.  It will also 
give your digestive system a fighting chance to 
properly process your food; this will support 
your metabolism and discourage weight gain.

Hydration!  Water is the source of life 
and if you are dehydrated your body is 
literally shifting into survival mode, this has 
serious health implications not to mention 

the negative effect on energy levels and 
metabolism.  When the sun goes down drink 
a couple of glasses of still water before eating 
and then continue to sip water throughout the 
evening, this will also regulate your appetite.

Limit sugar!  Especially in juices and fizzy 
drinks – The added sugars in juices will send 
your blood sugar soaring and encourage 
weight gain, your system gets flooded with 
sugar which then quickly coverts to energy, 
if this goes unused the number on the scales 
gets higher! 

Choose wisely!  There is life in food, when 
you are fasting the food you do eat is doubly 
important so choose yours wisely.  Make 
healthy choices, grilled meats instead of 
fried, light sauces instead of creamy ones 
and watch your portions of white rice and 
bread.  Nutrient dense foods are vital, fruits, 
vegetables, salads, nuts, seeds, lean proteins 
and whole grains.

Before the sun rises.  This meal needs to 
give you sustainable energy, choose complex 
carbohydrates to support your body’s blood 
sugar and energy levels, go for oats, muesli, 
brown rice, quinoa, beans and lentils.  Adding 
some omega 3 like flax, chia and sunflower 
seeds would also be a powerful source of 
energy to get you through to dusk. For more 
information about BeUtifulYou and their 
services, please visit www.BeUtifulYou.co.uk   

a&e recommends:

Detox Delight - Detox Delight has affiliates 
in five cities in four countries after opening 
their headquarters in Munich, Germany in 
September 2009. The UAE’s Detox Delight 
operation was founded just over a year ago by 
Nicole Junghaenel who hails from Germany 
and Claudia Odermatt from Switzerland. Both 
ladies are experienced international health 
and well-being devotees. Nicole and Claudia’s 
holistic health and commercial backgrounds 
have greatly supported the rapid growth 
and success of the Detox Delight business in 
the Emirates. The programmes offered are 
very different from others available as they 
use organic ingredients and superior quality 
fruit and vegetable for their products. Each 
treatment is scientifically prepared using 
a potent combination of state-of-the art 
juicing technology and international raw food 
expertise. The products are truly delicious 
and the specialist juice production helps to 
maximize vitamin output by working to strict 
quality control guidelines, thereby ensuring 
the nutritional integrity of each and every 
bottle of juice and jar of soup that is prepared 
and delivered right to your doorstep.

Each programme is fully customised to the 
individual customer’s requirements. All 
intolerances are considered which definitely 
offers customers a great deal of gratitude 
and satisfaction as Detox Delight takes the 
time to understand their customers’ physical 
challenges  and only then do they create 
bespoke treatments that are sure to make a 
real difference to people’s health and well-
being. The treatments range from Juice 
Delights (a pure juice treatment), Super Green 
Delight (for the advanced detoxer), Juice & 
Soup Delight (a liquid detox plan), Juice & 
Dinner Delight (The popular juice program 

with raw dinners for those that desperately 
require solid foods) and the entirely vegan, 
Botanical Delight! a&e has tried and tested 
the Juice & Soup Delight which makes you 
feel better from the inside out and the results 
were glorious! 

Detox Delight offers pre and post Ramadan 
programmes to support clients in advance 
and after of their period of daytime fasting. 

For more information, please visit
www.detox-delight.ae
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